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Notes to Catalogue 114
It has been 9 months since I did one of these NEW ACQUISITIONS catalogues and I constantly get
requests for such offereings, so here is another. This catalogue is full of Churchill material you won’t find
elsewhere or will have to pay big money.
To start, items 1-24 present a selection of books, mostly political biographies, which are signed by their
respective authors.
Items 25-31 are magazines with Churchill contributions or cover photos, including several elusive issues
of NEWSWEEK.
Items 32-38 presents some of the Vanity Fair chromolithographs from over 100 years ago, mostly people
from the Boer war or asscociated with Churchill, plus the famous SPY print of Churchill.
You will also fine several premium ceramics, a leather-bound set of The Official Biography, and several
interesting old calendars featuring Winston Churchill.
We have no plans to stop making paper catalogues. The following are planned for the remainder of 2006:
1. A summer specialised list
2. Fine First editions
3. The annual Holiday gift catalogue
Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even
if I am away. Please note new email address. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be
confirmed. We will be away in England 5-15 April.
Shipping is free to USA for all orders over $50.00
Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders,
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit
card details can also be sent securely vis www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.
Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

www.wscbooks.com
•
•
•
•

2500+ books by or about Churchill, all with picture
previous paper catalogues to download
secure online ordering
New Guide to books by Churchill
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Dinner at the White House

6

Adamic, Louis. NY, Harper, 1946, 1st edition. One
observer's views of the Roosevelt-Churchill relationship
and its effect on the postwar world. Churchill sued for libel
as a result of a footnote on p. 151. This copy has the
bottom of this page cut of and a note laid in. Inscribed by
the author on the endpaper, and also has an advertising
leaflet on the book included. VG+ copy in dustwrapper,
unclipped, but spine faded. $40.00

2

Double Diploma

The Memoirs of Lord Chandos

4

On the Spot, An Ambassador Remembers

Hunt, Sir David. London, Peter davies, 1975, 1st edition. .
Hunt was Private Secretary to Attlee and Churchill. His
diplomatic career was mostly spent in Africa, but also
included Ceylon and Pakistan, and culminated as
Ambassador yo Brazil 1969-73. His memoirs are 269 pages
plus index. This fine copy in dustwrapper is of special
interest as it is inscribed by the author on the free endpaper
to the greatest Churchill collector of all- Michael Wybrow,
apparently at the 1992 ICS Conference. $30.00

5

Events and Shadows, A Policy for the
Remnants of a Century

1

Before the Curtain

Points of View, in 2 volumes

Birkenhead, The earl of. London, Hodder & Stoughton,
1922, 3rd edition.. These two volumes publish Lord
Birkenheads thoughts and observations on a number of
people of the time. 248, 246 pages, index. This copy
inscroibed on the free endpaper of vol. I by Birkenhead's
widow to the Doctor who cared from him during his final
illness. Books are tight and unworm, but sunstantial
condend=sation marks on the covers. $40.00

9

Engländer

Kircher. Rudolf. Frankfurt, Abteilung, 1926. This book is
a series of about 27 studies of leading public men in
England by a german author. text is in German. 351 pages.
This copy of special interest as it is a review copy sent to an
English journalist with an autograph letter from the
author, who has also written a dedication on the first leaf.
Also included is a file copy from The Observer of the
review which notes the author has special affection for Mr.
Churchill. $50.00

10

Vansittart, The Rt. Hon. Lord. London, Hutchinson, (nd)
1947. Autobiographical memoirs lead into thoughst for the
future. Robert vansittart was senior diplomat in the foreign
office, often consulted by Churchill in the 1930's. 196
pages. This copy signed "Vansittart 1947" on the half title,
and then passed on with a gift inscription on the free
endpaper. Clean unworn copy, no dj. $25.00

Memoirs of an Academic Old
Contemptible

Preston, Thomas. London, John Murray, 1950, 1st
edition. . Memoirs of a career diplomat who was serving in
Russia when the Czar was toppled. His long career also
included a second one as a musician. 313 pages, index,
photos. This copy has a note from the author laid in giving
the book to a Mr. Cardell. Fine ight copy in a
brightuncliped dustwrapper. $30.00

8

Lyttelton, Oliver (Viscount Chandos). London, The
Bodley Head, 1962, 1st edition. Lyttelton served in
Churchill's war cabinet as minister for Middle-east Affairs,
and later Minister of Production. He returned in 1951 as
Colonial Secretary. This autobiography is 446 pages with
index. This copy signed on the free endpaper "Chandos".
laid in is a letter from the MD of AEI-Hotpoint, of which
Lord Chandos was Chairman, conveying the signed copy
as a gift to an employee. Fine crisp copy in a bright,
unclipped dustwrapper. $30.00
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Portway, Col. Donald. London, Leo Cooper, 1971, 1st
edition. . These privately published memoirs tell of a
cambridge master who served in both World Wars, plus
Korea. 232 pages, photos. This copy inscrobed by the
author on the free endpaper 'Roland Champness
withDonald Portway's kindest regards Jine 1971 Floreat
Coll Cath Cantar". Fine copy in a price clipped
dustwrapper. $30.00

7

Dixon, Piers. London, Hutchinson, 1968, 1st edition. .
Being The Life of Sir Pierson Dixon- Don and Diplomat.
Written by his son, this is a biography of teh diplomat
who was right-had man to both Eden and Bevin. 321
pages, photos, index. Thos copy inscribed by the author on
the free endpaper "For the Egham Conservatives from the
son of a man who was born in Egham and died there. Piers
Dixon 22 march 1968". Book is crisp and unworn.
Dustwrapper is clipped, bright, a few edge chips. $75.00

3
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Portraits of the New Century

Raymond, E.T.. London, Ernest Benn, 1928, 1st edition..
A series of essays on the leading men of the times.
Churchill gets a lot of coverage in the chapter on Free
Traders. 336 pages, index. This copy inscribed by the
author on the free endpaper and dated Feb., 1928. VG copy
in original cloth, no dj. $30.00
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A Chronicle of Friendships

16

Munday, Luther. London, T. Werner Laurie, nd c. 1911,
1st edition.. A collection of thoughst on people in English
Society 1890's into the twentieth Century. Includes a
pencil portrait of a young Winston by the author. 272
pages, photos, index. This copy has a presentation note
from the author dated 1912 on the free endpaper. Original
cloth is somewhat rubbed, but gilt is bright, edges foxed.
No dj. $30.00

12

Scrapbook of Victory

17

Les Grands

Changing Empire, Churchill to Nehru

The British Commonwealth, Its Place in
the Service of the World

Broken Trails, The Record of a
Wandering Life

Hales, A.G.. London, John LOng, 1931, 1st. . A life of
adventure described by this war correspondent and prolific
novelist. Includes a lengthy description and a full page
photo of WSC in Boer War uniform. A scarce and
collectable book in its own right. This copy has a charming
presentation inscription to a relative on the ffep.VG- in
original cloth, no dj. $125.00

19

Estorick, Eric. NY, Duell, Sloan & pearce, 1950, 1st
edition. . A study of the dramatic changes to the British
Empire after the war, main emphasis is portraits of the
principal leaders, including therefore a chapter on
Churchill. 342 pages, index. Inscribed by the author on
the free endpaper and dated 1950. Book is VG-, gilt dull,
no dj. $25.00

15

With Prejudice, Almost an Autobiography

Grigg, Sir Edward. London, Hutchinson, nd c. 1943. A
wartime look at the Commonwealth. The author had a
varied career as journalist, MP, and member of The Other
Club. he first met Churchill on the front lkines in france
in 1915. Appendix A publishes Churchill's speech on the
Empire of 30 June, 1943. This copy inscribed by the author
on the free endpaper. VG no dj. $20.00

18

D'Astair, Emmanuel. Paris, gallimard, 1961. Essays on the
big men of the recent times- Stalin, Churchill, Degaulle,
Ike, Khruschev. 213 pages, card covers. text in French
Signed by the author on half titlepage. $20.00

14
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Fairlie, Gerad. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1952, 1st.
A rambling autobiog, by the prolific author of the Bulldog
Drummond books, among others. he met a lot of people,
including Churchill.255 pages, index. Inscribed by the
author on the title page in 1953. VG no dj. $20.00

Winn, Godfrey. London, Hutchinson, nd, but must be
1945. . A series of extracts from this journalit's diary of
daily events during the war. Includes 85 illustrations. This
copy signed on the free endpaper by the author. Condition
is G-VG, some wear and bumped corners, no dj. $25.00
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The Men Around Churchill

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1941. Not strictly
about Churchill, this book is a series of essays on the men
Churchill worked with- Eden, the Labour leaders,
generals, and the King. Attractive binding in bright red
with gilt titles on a blue panel. 339 pages. This copy
signed by the author on free endpaper. There is also a later
gift inscription. VG spine dull, no dj. $25.00

The Makers of War

20

Neilson, Francis. Appleton, C.C. Nelson, 1950, 1st. .
This book by the well known revisionist sums up his prior
work The Tragedy of Europe, and spreads the blame
around. Chapter XIV is Churchill's Delusions. This copy
inscribed by the author to Gen. Sir Bernard Paget.Fine
crisp copy in a bright red unclipped dustwrapper.
Underlining in text. $35.00

From Churchill's Secret Circle to the BBC

Richardson, Charles. London, Brasseys, 1991, 1st.. The
Biography of Lt. Gen. Sir Ian Jacob. From a long line of
Army officers, jacob was assistant Secretary to the War
Cabinet, and went with Churchill to most of the wartime
conferences. He is better known to the public as Director
general of the BBC. This copy inscrobed by Jacob on the
half title page. Fine fresh copy in dustwrapper. $75.00

2
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The Turn of the Tide, inscribed by Lord
Alanbrooke

26

Signed limited leather bound edition of
WSC II's first book

27

Memories and Adventures signed by
WSC II

28

Signed copy of Most of my Life

29

Bryant, Arthur. London, Collins, 1957. Based on the
diaries of Field marshal Alan Brooke's diaries. He was
Chairman of the Chiefs of staff, and so very close to
Churchill. This copy inscribed to Sir Eric and Lady
Ashby. VG in worn dj. $45.00

22

Churchill named Man of the
Half-Century by TIME

Churchill article in COSMOPOLITAN
July 1924

. . This issue publishes Churchill's article "Perils in the
Air". These old Cosmo's are really tough to find. Other
issues also available. Woods C107. This copy lacks rear
cover and front cover is edge worn with top inside corner
torn, hence offered at a good price. $50.00

Harvie-Watt, G.S. . . Autobiography by George
Harvie-Watt, who was Churchill's Parliamentary Private
Secretary 1941-45; in effect his eyes and ears in the House
of Commons. Signed by author on free endpaper Fine in
dw $25.00

25

Churchill on cover of NEWSWEEK 5
Nov. 1951

. . TIME, 2 January, 1950 MAN OF THE
HALF-CENTURY issue. In those days before political
correctness, Time was correct in their choice. One small
chip in lower edge of front cover and a creased corner.
$25.00

. London, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1989. First edition
signed on the half title page. Fine copy in clipped
dustwrapper. Owner name on free endpaper. $15.00

24
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. . This issue has a cover photo of the new Prime Minister.
The caption reads: Churchill And Now the Perils of peace.
This copy from a Junior College with stamp on cover.
$20.00

. . The signed numbered leather bound edition of FIRST
JOURNEY by Winston S. Churchill, the story of
Churchill’s grandson on his small plane adventure around
Africa. A limited edition of 150 numbered copies, this no.
186. Bound in full red leather with a special limitation
statement on half title page. Edges of covers are damaged
by damp, so priced low. $25.00

23
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Churchill article in COLLIER'S
magazine 16 Feb. 1935

. . This issue includes an important Churchill essay "Why
Not Dictatorship?" When was the last time you found one
of these pre-war Collier's? Woods C258. Many other
issues available. Cover has some edge wear and an address
label. $38.00

Churchill on the cover of NEWSWEEK
10 April 1944

30

. . The cover caption reds: Winston Churchill: A Weary
Warrior at Bay. This refers to an effective "vote of
confidence" over the Education Bill in the Commons.
Cover clean but a bit loose. These old Newsweek's are
much scarcer than TIME. $35.00

My African Journey in STRAND
magazine June 1908

. . This famous London literary journal began in 1891 and
lasted until after the war. It is best known for the original
appearance of many Sherlock Holmes story, and this has
driven the prices for complete runs to five figure sums.
Other well known contributors included P.G. Wodehouse,
Rudyard Kipling, C.S. Lewis, H.G. Wells, George
Orwell, and of course, Churchill. This US issue has part
III of the serialization of My African Journey. Covers
grubby and worn, contents have some foxing, ads are
present. $40.00

3
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Special Churchill issue of The Atlantic
Magazine, March 1965

36

Vanity Fair print of Admiral Fisher

Vanity Fair print of Winston by "SPY."

37

. . This special issue features Churchill on the cover and
includes articles and tributes by many who knew Churchill
well including Ian Jacob, Eleanor Roosevelt, David Low,
Lord Swinton, and others. etc. I enjoyed the article by his
private secretary, Peck, entitled “The Working Day” which
describes the daily routine. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED. Spine cracked, foxing on cover.
$30.00

32

. . This much sought chromolithograph print from Vanity
Fair of 106 years ago shows an image of a young Churchill
with hands on hips. The artist was “SPY”. Image size 8.5
x 13.5 inches. This copy had been framed for many years,
so has remnants of brown paper tape along the edges on
back. The back of the print is browned from age. There is a
nibble out of the margin, but hidden when mounted.
$500.00

33

Vanity Fair print of Mr. Brodrick

Vanity Fair print of The Fourth Party

. . An original Vanity Fair print from 1880. It shows Lord
Randolph Churchill and his 3 colleagues. This caricature is
reproduced in colour at page 168 in Churchill's biography
of his father. Size 10 x 15 inches, full margins,
untrimmed. Includes the matching page of background
details. $25.00

Vanity Fair print of General French

39

. . An original Vanity Fair print from 1900. It shows the
commander of the Cavalry Division in the South African
Expeditionary Force, General John French. Size 10 x 15
inches, full margins, untrimmed. Includes the matching
page of background details. $20.00

35

Vanity Fair print of F.E. Smith

. . An original Vanity Fair print from about 1905. It shows
Mr. Frederick E. Smith, MP, one of Churchill's great
friends. Size 10 x 15 inches, full margins, untrimmed.
Includes the matching page of background details. $25.00

38

. . An original Vanity Fair print from 1901. It shows the
Secretary of State for War, William St. John Brodrick,
standing at the despatch box. Caricature by "SPY". Size 10
x 15 inches, full margins, untrimmed. Includes the
matching page of background details. This is man about
whom Mr. Brodrick's Army was written by Churchill in
1903. $25.00

34

. . An original Vanity Fair print from 1902. It shows
Admiral Sir John (Jackie) Fisher, later to be First Sea Lord
under Churchill. Size 10 x 15 inches, full margins,
untrimmed. Includes the matching page of background
details. $25.00

Colour slides from Funeral

. . This little plastic box contains a set of 4 colour slides
showing scenes from Churchill's Funeral. The colour has
shifted towards red on these old slides. $10.00

Vanity Fair print of General Christian de
Wet

40

. . An original Vanity Fair print from 1902. It shows the
Boer leader, general Christian de Wet . Size 10 x 15
inches, full margins, untrimmed. Includes the matching
page of background details. $20.00

Vintage group of 12 colour slides of
Churchill during the war.

Churchill, Winston S.. . A nice group of wartime pictures
of Churchill in colour. Slides in a plastic folder which
closes up into a wallet. Sold 1t 15 shilling when new.
Likely from late 1950's. Colours in slides have shifted over
time. Seems unused in clean plastic wallet. $24.00

4
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Official Admiralty Christmas card 1945

46

. . This 5.5 x 4.25 inch folding card features a painting of
the sinking of the Scharnhorst on Boxing Day 1943. Fine
copy with signature of sender. $16.00

42

Wartime card of Churchill

Wartime deck of Big 4 playing cards

44

1941 Christmas card with WSC and
FDR on Prince of Wales

Cigarette card- Drapkin Celebrities of the
Great War 1915

. . Here is a scarce photographic card from the First World
war issued by Major Drapkin & Co. Ltd. The bio on the
back states that Churchill has been at the Admiralty since
1911. $40.00

1914 Postcard with British bulldog and
Churchill quote

49

Wartime British scenic postcard with
Churchill quote

50

. . This First World war card features a bulldog on a
warship's deck. At the bottom is a 1914 comment by the
First Lord " Although we hoped the Navy would have a
chance of settling the question with the German Fleet, yet,
if they did not come out and fight in time of war, they
would be dug out like rats in a hole." $50.00

45

Pair of Churchill playing cards

. . This large 10 x 9 inch card made by folding a large sheet
into fourths. The front states "Christmas 1941" within a
design. When opened the left page has a long greeting with
printed signature of Flora McCrea Eaton, wife of a
Toronto Dept. store owner. The right side, as shown, has
a decorative border around a tipped-in photo of WSC and
FDR singing hymns onboard HMS Prince of Wales at
Argentia There is some wear and toning. $50.00

48

. . Here is a wartime deck of cards from Universal Playing
card Co. of Leeds. They feature a V theme over portraits of
the Big Four leaders and the slogan United We Stand. I
count all 52 cards present. See Hall p. 102. $90.00
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. . These cards from the annual deck issued by The
Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards for
1955, to commemorate Churchill's retirement as PM.
These special decks are collectible in their own right. This
was issued in blue or red. Shown in Hall p. 102.. Here are
two single cards, one from each deck. $10.00

47

. . This unusual card has a photo of Churchill, with a
drawing of the public and buildings behind. Beneath are 11
lines of text telling about the Prime Minister. No maker
noted, back is blank. Does your collection have one of
these? $75.00

43
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Wartime postcard of Churchill from
Canada

. . This card features a drawing of Churchill and 3 lines of
well known quotes. Published by Photogelatine Engraving
Co. Ltd. of Ottawa. A scarce card I have not seen
previously. $35.00

. . One card of a series produced during war time by
publisher Salmon Ltd. of British rural & coastal scenes, (
this one is a nice view by a well known artist
A.R.Quinton.) All have a quote on the back by Churchill.
This one says "We have to gain the victory. That is our
task." (The Prime Minister). $20.00

1966 postcard advertising The Dream

. . This card has a portrait of Churchill on the front, and a
preprinted message on the back announcing publication of
the Churchill short story THE DREAM, in the Sunday
telegraph ofJjanuary 30, 1966. Used and postmarked 26 Jan
1966. This would go good with a copy of that old issue.
$20.00

5
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Ceremonial for Churchill Funeral

56

. . Ceremonial to be Observed at the Funeral of The Right
Honourable Sir Winston. In paper covers, 12 pp, 7 x 10.5
ins, contains details of the order of march and the schedule
for the day. Fine. $75.00

52

Order of Service for Churchill Funeral

57

Sales dummy of Churchill The walk with
Destiny.

58

Large wartime Calendar with Stevens
portarit in colour

While England Slept 4th in variant red
cloth

59

Ads for Churchill's new books Longman's
Magazine March 1900

60

UNDER YOUR TIN HAT,

Churchill, Winston S.. . Extracts from Famous war
Speeches. A curious book. Lots of quotes from speeches,
many by Churchill, some in bold caps, an assortment of
tables and charts about the war, and some photos. No
indication of author or publisher. 7.5 x 10 inches, white
paper covered boards, with red and gold decorations. VG
$30.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Putnam’s, NY, 1938. This is the
US title for Arms and the Covenant. Unlike the first 3
impressions, some copies of the 4th are found in orange
cloth with gilt titles on blue panels. Book is clean, tight,
unworn, gilt dull. Bookplate on free endpaper. Dustwrapper
is unclipped, but well worn with losses at spine ends to 20
mm at head of spine. $120.00

55

Colour print of Churchill at desk

. . This large wall calendar has a colour print of the oil
painting of Churchill by John Stevens. It is on thick
artboard and measures 14 x 21.5 inches. The edges are
worn and there is considerable soiling and some stains.
Some patience and a soft eraser would improve this
considerably. The calendar pad is gone. $90.00

. . A salesman's dummy copy of THE WALK WITH
DESTINY. This large format illustrated book looks
normal, starts with many full page plates, but then
hundreds of blank pages. Unusual item $35.00

54
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. . A large full colour print of Churchill at a desk holding a
document. Produced in the 1950’s, artist unknown. Image
size 17 x 18. Frames and glazed 24 x 26 inches in ld frame
done by Harrods. $200.00

. . The Order of Service for the Funeral of The Right
Honourable Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill. In
paper covers, 20 pp, 5 x 7.5 ins, contains details of the
service at St. Paul’s. Given to all those invited to the
funeral. A key item of funeral ephemera. Fine bright copy.
$75.00

53
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. . This 106 year old literary magazine from the publishers
Longman's, has a full page ad on the inside front cover
promoting Savrola, River war, now in its 2nd impression,
and Malakand, in its seventh thousand of sale. Now, we
all seek 1st editions, but back then, publishers were anxious
to get to the 2nd. Original pale green wraps, VG condition
$15.00

6

1944 Veteran's calendar showing WSC
and Their Majesties

. . This calendar has a photo of Churchill with the King
and Queen tipped onto a card backing, with a 1944 calendar
pad now starting with March. Printed at the top is an
emblem For Service at the Front and "Veteran's calendar."
size 11 x 14 inches, fine condition. $45.00

Article on Lord randolph in History
Quarterly June

. . This 96 page issue in card covers includes an article on
Lord Randolph Churchill by Christopher Howard. One
corner is wrinkled, contents clean. $16.00
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Large vintage photo of Churchill by Cecil
Beaton

66

Churchill The Man of the Century

Large Royal Doulton Centenary bust

67

. . Thios is a familiar image of Churchill seated at hos desk
in the cabinet Rom with a microphone in front of him,
about to broadcast his VE Day speech. Truly his greatest
moment. A real photo, not a laser copy or any of that junk
you see on ebay. Image size 20 x 16. professionally framed
30 x 25. Stunning!! $500.00

62

Ramsay, Michael. London, Photochrom Ltd., (1954?). A
small book 3.5 x 4.75 ins, 32 pp, card covers, lots of
photos. Not in Zoller. Unlike some of the other little
booklets, this one is really scarce. $10.00

. . This black basalt portrait bust is about 11 inches tall,
and should not be confused with smaller bust from
Wedgwood. Artist was Arnold Machin. See Hall p. 28-9.
Produced in a limited edition of 750, this is no. 498,
includes certificate and large padded fitted box, but lacks
plinth. seen in other catalogues at $1500.00. A scarce and
desirable centerpiece. $850.00

63

. . Portrait of Greatness, a colour print of the famous
colour portrait by Karsh showing Churchill in white tie
with medals and blue sash. Image size 14 x 20 inches.
Framed and glazed. This is a magazine centrefold, so does
have faint crease in center. $48.00

The Churchill Centenary Plate in silver

68

. . This 8 inch Sterling silver plate features a relief portrait
heavily plated in 24 carat gold. It was produced in 1974 by
Pinches Mint Ltd. on behalf of the Churchill centenary
Trust. The plate is mounted in a velvet line oak frame with
a support strut for display. This is no. 1791 and comes
with original box, storage bag, certificate, and descriptive
leaflet. See Hall p. 142. Last seen 15 years ago in
Carmichael at $1250.00 . $750.00

64

Karsh portrait in Colour

Large cut-out of Churchill

. . Here is a large photo of Churchill on heavy card, cutout
along the edge. This is machine made, but no maker noted.
Stands about 19 inches high. Fine condition, no signs of
wear. $45.00

The Abbeydale Chalice

69

Battle of Britain Jackdaw Folder

. . One of the scarcest and most attractive of Churchill
ceramics. Produced in an edition of 250 for Thos. Goode.
This lidded urn stands 11 inches high, elaborately
decorated in gilt over an eight sided design in deep blue and
white. Smith illustrates this item on p. 180 and values it at
a thousand Pounds in 1988. See also Hall p. 172-3. One of
these was listed by Churchillbooks in the Carmichael
collection in 1991 at $3000.00. Please see colour
illustration. Fine condition, no flaws noted. $2000.00

. . This portfolio contains 14 facsimiles of documents
relating to the Battle of Britain including a huge map that
opens to 35 x 50 inches, plus a supply of small barrage
balloon flags to be glued onto pins and stuck into the map.
Contents fine, folder has some wear. $20.00

65

70

. . A Poster 20 x 30 ins from British Movietone News
promoting Sir Winston Churchill, The Final Tribute (in
Eastman Colour). from Feb 65, folded, clean small tear in
lower corner. Printed in red and black. $35.00

Shallard, S.D. . London, Frank Palmer, nd, c. 1910.
Subtitled The Present Ministers and Their records. Lots of
early politics here, very Un-PC. One chapter is titled
Blackbirding in the New Hebrides and documents
Churchill's first use of "terminological inexactitude" in
1906 regarding the Chinese slavery issue. A scarce book,
not to be found elsewhere. 96 pages. Tight clean copy,
some browning on card covers. $20.00

7

Has Liberalism a Future?
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Famous War Correspondents

76

Bullar, F. Lauriston. Boston, Little Brown, 1914. A
classic work on the greatest of 19th century war reporters.
Chapter XI has 15 pages on Churchill and a stunning
portrait I have not seen elsewhere. Binding firm, contents
clean, spine discoloured, gilt dull, ffep gone. $20.00

72

Lives of the 'Lustrous

77

The Balfourian Parliament 1900-1905

78

Kings, Churchills & Statesmen

I Remember, The Autobiography of The
Rt. Hon. Viscount Swinton.

The Anatomy of Courage

Moran, Lord. London, Constable, 1845. Churchill's
doctor writes about fear and courage. A surprisingly
uncommon book. Small hardcover in red cloth, no dj,
some black marks on spine. $20.00

79

Hagnerg, Knut. London, The Bodley Head, 1929.
Another collection of commentary on well known
personalities, including a chapter on Churchill. This copy
of special interest as it retains its original dustwrapper,
although darkened on its spine, and with some wear.
jackets from the 1920's are a rare treat. $60.00

75

Britain at War

Swinton, Viscount. London, Hurchinson, nd c. 1946. A
classic political memoir, but Sir Phil Cunliffe-Lister (what
a mouthful) was also an industrialist. Lots of mentions of
Churchill and two letters printed. A fine copy with an
exceptional dustwrapper, preserved in an anv=cient
yellowed protector, likely installed by Wybrow in the
1950's. $50.00

Lucy, Henry W.. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1906. A
serious study of this period, with illustrations by E.T. Reed
and Phil May, of PUNCH magazine. 439 pages, index,
detailed calendar. Bound in tan cloth with decorated front
cover in black and blue. Sound bright copy, lacks ffep.
$30.00
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Stanley, Arthur (ed). London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1943.
This anthology of writings about Britain at War extends
from the 15th Century up to WW2. It includes two
excerpts by Churchill, so will likely be a Section F item in
the new Cohen bibliography. VG copy, no dj. $10.00

Stephen, Sydney & Leslie Lee. London, Simpkin
Marshall, 1901. A Dictionary of Irrational Biography.
Short satires on leading men of the dy, Churchill is on p.
28. Bound in half leather over marbled boards, some wear
at spine ends. A scarce title, none found online $20.00
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Harrow School Register 1800-1911

Dauglish, M.G. (ed). London, Longmans Green, 1911.
This list of former students reads like a Who's Who.
Churchill's entry is on p. 602. Not a great rarity, but very
interesting to browse through. This copy well worn and
foxed. $15.00

Policy and Debate

80

Mosley, Oswald. The European, 1954. This is a 160 page
softcover book reprinting articles from The European,
highly controversial as you would expect from Mosley. The
first article is on Churchill. VG condition. $15.00

8

The House of Cassell 1848-1958

Nowell-Smith, Simon. London, Guess Who, 1958. A
history of the publishers, Cassell & Co. Includes lots on
some of its major authors, with a good description of the
paper problems with vol. I of The Second World War.
Fine crisp unmarked copy in an unclipped, unworn
dustwrapper with a slightly darkened spine. A superior
copy. $30.00
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My Political Life, complete in 3 volumes

86

Amery, L.S. . London, Hutchinson, 1953-55. Leo Amery
was at harrow with Churchill and their paths crossed
constantly through the years. He wrote a history of teh
Boer war, was a journalist at The Times, and was a
conservative MP. He was the one who shouted to
Chamberlain 'In the name of God, GO!!" Here is an
exceptional set from the Wybrow collection, all fine fresh
copies in unclipped dustwrappers with some minor edge
wear. In the front of vol. I is an autograph letter from
Amery giving the book to a friend. $150.00

82

Woven silk portarit of Churchill

87

Volunteer Force Certificate

88

Brendan Bracken

The Marlborough Tapestries at Blenheim
Palace

Documents and Materials relating to the
Eve of the 2nd WW, 2 volds

9

Poor Dear Brendan, The Quest for
Brendan Bracken

Boyle, Andrew. London, Hutchinson, 1974. The first of
the two Bracken bios, this one by Boyle has more about
Churchill, but not as well researched. Fine copy in VG+
unclipped dustwrapper $35.00

90

. Moscow, Foreign Languages Publishing, 1948. This set
of books publishes in English papers captured by the Red
Army from the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
including the papers of the Ambassador to Moscow
1938-39. VG in original cloth as issued. Cheap! Get them
out of here! $10.00

Daily Express 2 May 1963

. . Here is an original copy of The daily Express for May
2,. 1963, headline is CHURCHILL BOWS OUT,
announcing his retirement from Parliament. Fine
uncreased condition, bought new and stored by Wybrow.
$10.00

89

Lysaght, Charles Edward. London, Allen Lane, 1979.
One of two biographies of Churchill's friend, this one by
Lysaght is the scarcer of the two, probably the best, but not
as much about Churchill. Fine copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. $35.00

85

The Reminiscences of Lady Randolph
Churchill

Wace, Alan. London, Phaidon, 1968. A standard reference
on this subject, printed on glossy paper with numerous
illustrations. This copy This copy fine in VG+
dustwrapper, price clipped. Laid in is compliments slip
from the author $32.00

. Private Churchill's Volunteer Force Certificate signed by
WSC. These certificates were given to those who served in
the Volunteer Force during World War. This one o special
interest as it goes to a Pte. Churchill. The document is
signed by the War Minister Winston Churchill. But
unlike all the ebay sellers offering these as autograph, we
will state that this is a printed signature. Still, a lovely and
genuine relic. $80.00
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Cornwallis-West, Mrs. George. London, Edward Arnold,
1908. Here is a clean bright copy of this autobiography by
Churchill's mother. Some wear to joints and edges,
contents clean. $20.00

. . An exquisite portrait of Churchill created by weaving
different shades of silk thread, image 3 x4 inches, in a 6 x
8.5 inch mount. Includes sheet detailing history of silk
pictures. $40.00
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Clean bright set of set of 4 by Odhams

Churchill, Winston S.. . Odhams republished four of
Churchill's popular titles 1947-49. Here is an extra clean
set with bright red page edges and bright dustwrappers with
just a little wear at spine ends. $120.00
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The Role of Gen. Weygand, with
secretarial letter

96

Glass bust by Webb Corbett Crystal

97

Weygand, J.. London, Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1948. Laid
in is a letter from Mr. de Staercke in French, which seems
to be between secretaries, with Jo Sturdee of Churchill's
staff, receiving. $20.00

92

. . A translucent glass bust of Churchill, stands about 12
inches. Issued in a limited edition of only 250, this being
no. 111. Still in original velvet lined fitted case. Truly
scarce. This bust not mentioned in Hall, not listed in
Carmichael or Rivkin catalogs. I could find only one
listing, at $1500.00, from the early 90's. Think how this
would look if lit from below. $1500.00

93

Churchill portrait on Trial by Jury poster

. . This lovely poster was published some years ago by the
now defunct American Jury Trail Assn. A big poster, 18 x
25 inches, it features a Churchill quote on jury trials and a
portrait by Daniel Schwartz. This would look GREAT in
your law office, and a legit business expense. $250.00

Some Speeches by Churchill published in
Bern

98

Large spink silver Memorial Medal 1965

Painting as a Pastime- Sotheby’s
Exhibition special publication

99

Vivienne photo frame with Churchill
signature

100

Official Biography 12 volumes full leather
from Easton Press

. . The deluxe leatherbound edition of The Official
Biography published by The Easton Press. The original
eight volumes now reordered into 12 volumes, fully bound
in dark red leather, elaborately tooled in gold, all edges gilt,
satin bookmarks, etc. A set missing 1 volume recently went
for $1000.00 on ebay. This is a scarce set, none are
currently offered online. $1200.00

staff of Sotheby’s. London, Sotheby’s, 1998. Winston
Churchil- His Life as a Painter, a 200 page catalogue for a
special exhibition (not a sale) of Churchill’s paintings, held
at the Bond Street Galleries in January, 1998. Fully
illustrated in colour, contributions by David Coombs and
Mary Soames. A delightful book, but scarce. Issued in both
hard and soft covers. This copy in card covers VG+, looks
like only the first few pages were read. $60.00
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. . This has to be one of the top 5 medal designs. The
obverse features a Frank Kovacs portrait of Churchill
derived from Karsh with books and paintbrushes behind.
The reverse is based on the famous David Low cartoon
"very well, ALONE". The medal is hallmarked sterling
silver, 56 mm diameter, weighing 81 grams. Some tarnish
to the silver. $75.00

. A. Franck Ag, Bern, 1963. This 48 page softcover book
publishes 8 of Churchill's speeches from 1938-1945. This
was intended for advanced students of English and has 8
pages of notes at the end. 5 x 8 inches. I have not seen this
before and it is not in Woods. The text is all in English.
$125.00
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. . Here is the well known studio portrait by Vivienne,
mounted and framed with a Churchill signature. The
signature is a bit faded, a good sign of a genuine fountain
pen ink signature. Overall size 7.5 x 10 ins $1200.00

USS WSC in Bath Iron Works 2005
calendar

. . Here is the 2005 calendar from shipbuilders Bath Iron
Works. The USS Winston S. Churchill is the photo for
January. Glossy paper, 9 x 12 inches. $14.00

Bookplan set of 3 with dustwrappers

Churchill, Winston S.. . Here is a set of 3 booksPainting as a Pastime, Churchill His Life and Time
(Thompson), and A Churchill Anthology (Heath)
Uniformly bound in dark wine cloth stamped in black. The
whole set includes the white dustwrappers which have no
titles on the spines, so most were discarded. A fine bright
set. $125.00
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The Churchill Calendar 1967 from
hallmark

106

W.S.C. A Cartoon Biography with
Churchill letter

107

English firsts of Manchester set

108

. . This calendar features 6 of Churchill's paintings. Each
page also has a quotation and details about the painting. 12
x 13.5 inches, spiral bound at top edge. Fine. Especially
useful this year as the days are the same for 2006. $40.00

102

Signed copy of What kind of a people do
they think we are?

Portfolio of Halsman photos

. . This portfolio contains 10 photos by Phillipe Halsman
of well known people. I see Einstein and Churchill. Each
is 10 x 13 printed by Ky-Vure process. Several pictures
have a backing sheet and the folder iw well worn. $60.00

Secretarial thank you letter w envelope
1951

109

Framed print of Churchill painting
ORCHIDS

110

. . This letter to a Miss Warner is dated 7th November,
1951, and Churchill has just become PM again. A
secretary hs sent a note to a well wisher. Original envelope
with Official cancel included. $35.00

105

Menu from Press Club Luncheon for
Churchill's 80th Birthday

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Daily Telegraph, 1942.
Two Historic Speeches Made by The Rt. Hon. Winston
Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great Britain. (1)
To the members of both Houses of the United States
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2)
To the members of the Senate and of the House of
Commons at Ottawa on December 30th, 1941. Two well
known speeches , the first as per title, the second being the
“Some Chicken, some neck” speech. This 8 page pamphlet
is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Signed on the first
page "With many thanks from Winston S. Churchill"
$1600.00

Manchester, William. London, Michael Joseph, 1983. A
set of English first editions of the two volumes of William
Manchester’s biography of Churchill. THE LAST LION
and THE CAGED LION are a better choice than the
American editions as both are same thickness and have
different titles. The American edition used thinner paper in
the second volume and causes confusion by repeating the
title but with different years in the subtitle. Both books are
clean and tight, edges even and unspotted, dustwrappers are
clean and unworn, the second vol is clipped. $75.00
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. . Churchill was invited to a presentation luncheon at the
Savoy by the parliamentary Press gallery. A watercolour
was presented and is reproduced on the front cover of the
menu, showing Churchill at the despatch box. The Queen
is liste as the first speaker. 8 pages 9 x 7 inches. Fine
condition. $150.00

Urquhart, Fred. Cassell, London, 1955. By far the best
book on Churchill in cartoons. 242 pages of cartoons from
1900-1954, with index by source and artist. This copy has
both parts of the front endpaper covered with writing about
a young student who wrote to Churchill and received a
standard thanks letter in reply, and how this book was
given to her by classmates. The only thing better would be
a Churchill autograph, and there is a copy of this book
signed by him in this catalogue. $75.00
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Souvenir Map & Program for Churchill
Day in Fulton, MO 1946

. . This map published by the AAA. It includes details on
the local committees, program for the speech, and a detailed
map of Fulton. Opens out to 22 x 17 inches. What a day it
was. Can you think of another occasion where the sitting
President flew 1500 miles just to introduce a foreigner who
was the main speaker? $30.00

. . This print has the title and artist under the image but no
data on maker. Image size is 7 x 6 inches. In an old black
frame overall size 11 x 9 inches. $60.00

11

Print of pencil drawing of Churchill

. . This fine pencil drawing of Churchill was done by J.
Wilbut Gonterman of St. Louis. Size is 10.5 x 14 inches.
Lots of detail in this picture. $15.00
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wartime display HOORAY FOR
WINNIE

116

Men, Mines and Animals in South Africa

117

. . This charming card comes on a stiff mounting. It
originally had a strut for desktop display but it has come
off. 3.5 x 5 inches. The picture tells it all. $50.00

112

Print of Churchill painting Evening Glow
at Mimizan

118

Wartime colour photo of Churchill with
the King & Queen

Brass plaque with spitfitre and Churchill
quote

119

cased set of 4 Bronze medals

120

SAVROLA reprinted in Canadian
newspaper 1955

. . Churchill's novel is republished here in this supplement
to The Toronto Star Weekly, for July 16. 1955. Printed on
newsprint, size 11 x 15 inches, the text occupies 11 pages.
Not mentioned in Woods. $60.00

. . This embossed plaque features a spitfire, and has
Churchill quote on The few at bottom. 12 x 9 inches.
Made by Walsall Litho Co. Includes hanging calendar for
1950. Some wrinkles to the corners noted. $60.00

115

PROOF copies of Marlborough vols I
and II

. . This is a familiar picture, usually seen in monochrome.
This halftone colour print mounted on thin cardstock was
distributed by Imperial Oil of Canada. Size 8 x 10 inches,
fine condition. $40.00

. . This print was done in 1977 in a limited edition of 750
copies, this is no. 8. Image size 22 x 18 ins, paper 25 x 22.
Rich unfaded colour. Same price as last copy I sold five
years ago. $150.00
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. . Real proofs of Churchill's pre war works are rarely seen.
These are bound in card covers with dustwrappers stuck
down to them. These show many differences from the final
book- no plates, no index, some blank areas for diagrams to
be drawn, etc. Bindings are firm, spines browned with
some losses at ends. Last seen offered at £350.00 per vol. by
London dealer. $400.00

Churchill, Lord Randolph (Winston's father). London,
Sampson Low Marston & Co., 1895, new edition. Based
on a series of letters which Lord Randolph wrote for The
Daily Graphic on his trip to South Africa in 1891. xvi +
329 pages and a full colour folding map at the rear.
Illustrated with 65 drawings. A\Here is an attractive clean
copy in the original burgundy cloth. Gilt is bright, spine
lightly sunned, some bubbling of the cloth away from the
board on front cover, binding is firm, some scattered
foxing. The map at the rear has been torn and repaired, but
all there. No names or inscriptions. hard to find this title
in original 19th century cloth. $55.00
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Signed by Churchill - W.S.C. A Cartoon
Biography

Urquhart, Fred. Cassell, London, 1955. This has to be the
best copy of all of this wonderful book. Boldly signed by
Churchill next to the dedication to him in now browned
ink. The photo says it all. $1750.00

. . A set of 4 large medals, in solid bronze. Emitted in
1970 by John Pinches Ltd. Medals designed by David
Cornell. A total of 854 sets issued in various metals, this
being no. 30 of 300 sets in bronze, and stamped on edges.
Each medal 44 mm dia. See Engstrom 88-91. In fitted
lined case, with care instructions. Some light tarnish, as
you would expect. $90.00

1940 press photo of Churchill greeting
survivors of HMS Hardy

. . This photo is date 19 April 1940. The destroyer HMS
Hardy, was sunk 10 days earlier at the battle of Narvik.
Churchill shown walking down a ragged line of rough
looking survivors. 8 x 6 inches, some crop marks. This is a
real 66 year old photo, not a modern copy. $20.00
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OUR SKIPPER Calendar from 1943

126

. . This is an original 1943 calendar, produced by
Photochrom Ltd. It feature a portrait of Churchill titled
"our Skipper" with a calendar pad suspended beneath by 2
ribbons. The first 3 months are gone and the top now
shows April 1943. size 7 x 13 inches. Genuine old item
here. $80.00

122

large poster of Churchill in French

127

Heavy brass plaque of Churchill

128

“JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War
Celebrities

Superb copy of Right Honourable
Gentlemen

"Watchman". London, Hamish Hamilton, 1939. This is a
collection is a collection of studies of well known
politicians. Churchill is Chapter IV. Zoller ZB116. This
is a clean tight unworn copy in its lovely unclipped pre war
dustwrapper, darkened on the spine, and some cracks at
edges. $60.00

The Spode Urn

129

. . One of the most impressive of Churchill
commemorative ceramics. See Hall p. 173. Over a foot tall,
this lidded urn is decorated with a deep claret background,
with gold, white, and deep blue decoration. Issued in a
limited numbered edition of only 125, which makes it the
smallest run of any Churchill ceramic. Last seen elsewhere
in 92 by Churchillbooks at $2500.00, this example is in
fine condition. $1800.00

125

Correspondence Respecting Slavery in
Abyssinia

. . The “JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War Celebrities,
containing 16 mounted photogravure portraits, with
biographical notes. Published 1914. The portraits are 5 x
7.5 ins, tipped onto A4 size sheets of dark brown card. The
final portrait is the young First Lord of the Admiralty. All
in a brown portfolio, printed orange with photo King
George V on front. Authentic early ephemera. scarce.
$65.00

. . This rectangular brass plaque measures 5.5 x 7.5 inches
and has a shiny finish with some green tarnish in recessed
areas. The raised relief is about 7/8 inch. No indication
origin. Weighs about 2.25 pounds or 1kg. $75.00
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. London, HMSO, 1928. This 6 page Command Pamphlet
(Cmd 1858) is an exchange of letters including one from
Churchill. Not in Woods, should be in Cohen section F.
Clean fine copy. $60.00

. . This poster measures 20 x 40 inches. It was printed in
England for the Rank Organisation, to promote a film.
Clean and undamaged, folded. $75.00
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Master Workers

Begbie, Harold. London, Methuen, 1905. A collection of
sketches of the leading men of the day. But even in 1905,
Churchill gets a chapter. An interesting early view. Zoller
B9. A tight bright copy with a faint gift inscription on the
half title page. A superior copy of the 100 year old book.
$30.00

1926 Early Closing Assn. certificate w
Churchill signature

130

. . The early Closing Association was founded in the 19th
century to limit working hours for shop assistants. I have
few details on Churchill's involvement but he did speak at a
luncheon in Grocer's Hall in 1923. He has signed this
certificate as President so was clearly involved. This is a
stunning hand painted on board presentation to the
retiring Chairman. The gold is real metallic paint with fine
detail within the gold areas. This is easily the prettiest and
most attractive Churchill signed item I have seen. 13 x 18
inches. $5000.00

13

Recipes from No. 10

Landemare, Georgina. London, Collins, 1958. This book
is just what you would expect, a recipe book by an expert
who worked fro the Churchill’s from the 1920’s until 1954.
Foreword by Lady Churchill. Although nothing to do
with Winston, there is a huge demand for this obscure
title, with some amazing prices seen on ebay. 191 pages,
index. Book is clean with bright gilt, no inscriptions, even
white page edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped, good bright
colour, some wear at head of spine with a 15 mm deep loss
at rear joint. $48.00

A NEW Churchill Bibliography
At last, after 22 years of research, Ron Cohen’s definitive and comprehensive bibliography of Churchill’s writings
is now published.

Bibliography of the Writings of Sir Winston Churchill

By Ronald I. Cohen
published by Continuum in 3 volumes at $990.00 ( I have not been invoiced at time of printing this catalogue,
so please phone for your discounted price.)
This is without doubt the ultimate in bibliographic detail on Churchill’s works. The author has located and described in detail more than 350 books and pamphlets by Churchill, over 1200 articles, and some 1250 “letters to
the editor”, plus contributions to over 700 other works. These are large volumes, nearly 7 x 10 inches.
I recommend this book to any collector whose interests go beyond the basic 50 books by Churchill. This is the
ultimate reference to speech pamphlets, forewords and similar contributions, and magazine articles. It is also the
final word on matters such as quantities published and questions of what edition came first.
Yes, it is expensive, but on a per page basis, it is about one third of what a number of you have paid me for Companions to volume V, most of which are never read.
From the Foreword by Sir Martin Gilbert:
More than forty years have now passed since Woods was first published. This new bibliography by Ronald I. Cohen, marks a high
point “and surely a peak” of Churchill bibliographic research. It is in
every way the Mount Everest of the subject. Ron Cohen’s discoveries
are many, adding not only to the bibliographer’s art, but to knowledge of Winston Churchill himself.
The layout of the sections is clear, inviting the reader not only to
check a reference or enhance a footnote, but to read the whole history
of Churchill through his prolific pen.
As befits the work of a master craftsman, this book contains innumerable explanatory footnotes that go beyond bibliography in its
narrowest sense to history in the round: biographical details, clues
revealed in archives, mysteries resolved, and mysteries left suspended
with a question mark ; a true sign of scholarship.

Section A
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G
Index
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Books, pamphlets, leaflets
Contributions to books, pamphlets and leaflets
Articles, reviews and news reports from war zones in serial pubs
Reports of speeches in books, pamphlets and leaflets
Reports of speeches in periodicals
Letters, memoranda, statements and other in-text contribution
Letters to the Editor, statements, etc. in periodicals
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